Abstract-According to the demand of credible property verification for complex information system, this paper presents a kind of until formula conditional probability property verification and analysis method acting on discrete probability model. A new more expressive probabilistic computation tree logic used to describe until formula conditional probability property of system model. We express until path formula as automaton and give the formal representation of until formula intersection operation automaton. The method of calculate the corresponding accept state reachable probability be described based on product model which realizes the simultaneous evolution of the model and c operation automaton. The example result verifies the feasibility and validity of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the fast development of information technology, a variety of software and hardware systems become more and more complex, the credibility of system is becoming more and more important. How to use effective means to verify the functionality and performance of system has become an important research topic [1] . Model checking [2] , as one kind of verification techniques, has been concentrated widely because of its high automation and providing counterexample path. Currently, model checking has got a great success in verification of computer hardware, communication protocol [3] , software system [4] [5] [6] , etc. Traditional model checking technology utilizes the computation tree logic and linear temporal logic to represent properties to be verified, the both logics can specify absolute correctness of system behavior, such as system operation cannot fail, and so on.
In practice, however, there are a lot of random phenomena, such as message loss in unreliable channel. For this kind of phenomena, some probabilistic metric are often needed, such as failure probability of message transmission not higher than 1%, and so on. For such properties, computation tree logic and linear temporal logic cannot portray them, so probability operator is introduced based on the computation tree and linear temporal logic by researchers and the corresponding verification methods of probabilistic model are proposed. Probabilistic model checking technology [7] expands traditional model checking theory, it can describe and verify the random property, time property and resource consumption property in system model comprehensively, which has been applied in practical problems, commonly in quantitative verification of complex property path formula. In the process of verification, finite Markov chain generally be adopted to describe system model and probabilistic computation tree logic formula [8] and continuous stochastic logic formula are generally used to describe the property of system. On these logic formula, multiple until formula can describe the periodic oscillations changes of biological species and other important characteristics in the field of systems biology, which makes high-performance verification and counterexample analysis about this kind of property become an open research topic. In the literature [9] , stratified continuous time Markov chain model is used to explain the verification process of multiple until formula property with time boundaries, the corresponding verification algorithm and example analysis process are proposed by constructing product model of formula property automaton and continuous time Markov chain model.
In real world applications, as one of the basic concepts of probability theory, conditional probability is used to analyze and solve many problems, such as the risk assets assessment, anonymous protocol analysis and so on. The cases analysis of performance verification of conditional probability property has important practical significance. The basic representation form of conditional probability
, where ϕ and ψ are logic formula to be verified. The literature [10] describes issues of conditional probability property verification for continuous time Markov chain, and gives the approximate property verification algorithm and algorithm analysis. The literature [11] gives the model checking method of conditional probability computation tree logic counterexample for the discrete time Markov decision process.
This paper considers combining the multi until formula property with conditional probability, based on traditional qualitative model checking and automaton theory to study the quantitative verification method of multi until formula conditional probability property with complex constraints. The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the definition of the corresponding probability model. Section 3 introduces temporal logic syntax and gives a brief description of the conditional probability state formula semantics. Section 4 studies the automaton representation of property formula, introduces construction method of multi until formula intersection operation automaton, and gives the basic solution method of conditional probability. Section 5 gives construction method of automaton product model of particular form and describes the quantitative verification method. Section 6 gives verification process and calculation results based on constructed instance. The last section summarizes this paper and points out the research directions in the future.
II. BASIC DISCRETE PROBABILITY MODEL
Probabilistic model has been widely used in various systems' design and analysis, there are different probabilistic models for different types of system features, wherein the Discrete Time Markov Chains (DTMC) is used to represent probability selection; Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) is used to represent continuous time and probability selection; Markov decision process adds uncertainty based on DTMC, which is used to represent the probability and uncertainty selection. This paper requires to use discrete probability model with the ability of resource feature description to model the system, but the models above do not have the ability in this regard, so first this paper describes the representation methods of object model to be studied, puts forward the definition of Discrete Time Markov Rewards Model (DTMRM), which supports transition resource consumption, and then gives instance specification of model representation. s , transition probability is 0.5 and transition resource consumption is 20 in this transition process.
Resources herein primarily refers generic name of all non-temporality resources that the system interacts with operating environment, such as storage space, network bandwidth, power consumption of energy or physical space [12] and other physical resources occupied or consumed, as well as the negotiation procedure, active components and other logic resources. In probabilistic model checking process, the property to be verified of discrete probability model is generally described by Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL). PCTL introduces probabilistic operator on the basis of Computation Tree logic (CTL), and can achieve quantitative verification analysis of model property. But PCTL has the limitation that any temporal operator must follow a state formula, which limits its expression relatively and does not have the ability to describe the transition resource consumption and the conditional probability formula in probability model transition process, so the paper extends PCTL, introduces transition resource consumption and conditional probability state formula, and puts forward Conditional Probability Probabilistic Reward Computation Tree Logic (CPPRCTL).
Definition 2 CPPRCTL syntax. CPPRCTL state formula: means that formula 2 Φ in this path is satisfied in some state ultimately, and all states in the path before that state satisfy formula 1 Φ , and transition steps number of this path is less than or equal to n 1 , the total resource consumption in transition process is less than or equal to r 1 Conditional probability state formula
if and only if paths set starting at the current state satisfies path formula ψ and the holding probability of path formula ϕ is less than or equal to a.
This paper mainly researches the quantitative verification methods that conditional formula ϕ ψ based on automaton theory, where ϕ and ψ are multi until path formula with the form of
For a state s in the model to be verified, the satisfying probability of conditional formula ϕ ψ is represented as ( , ) prob s ϕ ψ , its value can be calculated by means of the following equivalent form: [13] [14] , automaton technology [15] and so on. Because of low computational space complexity as well as strong ability of expression and many other advantages, the logic representation based on automaton theory is widely used [16] . The literature [17] uses automaton to represent the linear temporal logic of activity diagram in the Unified Modeling Language (UML), then verifies the corresponding logic feature by model checking technology and achieves good results. The literature [18] describes web services based on extended finite automaton, does formal verification to composite Web services, reducing complexity of verification computation, improving the verification efficiency.
In this section, Finite Automaton (FA) is used to represent the CPPRCTL multi until formula, and researches the automaton model representation method of multi until formula intersection operation involving in conditional probability by the semantic analysis of accepted language set of FA, and lays foundation for the structure and algorithm design of subsequent product model.
In the following, we give the definition of Multi Until Formula Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (MUFNFA) by the semantic analysis of multi until formula. Example 3 NFA total determined The NFA is shown in Fig. 2 , then the total DFA by power set construction be shown in Fig. 3 . ( , ') ( , ')
The accepted language of MUFNFA B  of intersection operation 1 2 
Example 5 MUFNFA accepted language intersectionis the terminate state. In order to simplify, the states containing ⊥ and the related transitions are omitted in Fig. 5 (3) . The calculation process of accepting states reachable probability is described as follows:
(1)Use breadth-first algorithm to search state set of product model, and determine all the reachable paths that starting at initial state and end in acceptable state in the product model.
(2)Based on transition step constraints and transition resource consumption constraints in multi until formula, filter every reachable path and then determine constraint reachable path set.
(3)Find the same prefix path subset of constraint reachable path set by remove the invalid path set, then determine the final reachable path set and calculate path probability value.
Definition 11 longest same prefix path subset of path set Let C be a finite path set, for each finite path σ in C , if it is the prefix path of some path which is not σ in C , then remove σ from C , and ultimately we can get the longest same prefix path subset of C .
VI. INSTANCE CONSTRUCTION
In this section, based on computation method provided by this paper we give the detailed description of calculation process of multi until conditional probability formula 
First, for multi until formula intersection operation a b c d ∧   and multi until formula c d  , we construct nondeterministic finite automaton which can be shown in Fig. 5(3) and Fig. 5(2) , then construct their synchronous evolution product model with original DTMRM model in Fig. 6 . The product models are shown in Fig. 7 , and accepting state set are distinguished by dashed line ellipse in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . can be verified as correct by gradual analysis for DTMRM that be shown in Fig. 6 .
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper aims at quantitative verification issues of conditional multi until formula property, draws on existing automaton property model checking method, introduces a specific property verification method of complex system conditional probability model, and the results of instance construction analysis show the effectiveness of the method. Next authors will further study the selection of constraint conditions interval and the details about algorithm optimization, and look for the broader applications of synchronization product model.
